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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the publication of Michael Lewis’s The lexical approach: the state of ELT 
and a way forward (LTP, 1993). In this special issue of the ETAI Forum, contributors from all over the world pay 
tribute to Lewis’s outstanding work that – for many - has changed the way they teach and see language.

Underpinned by the insights from corpus linguistics, the lexical approach places a premium on the ability to understand 
and produce collocations, lexical phrases and chunks of language that frequently occur in conversation and writing. 
Lewis argues that these are the building blocks of language which should be accorded the most important role in 
language teaching. In doing so, he criticizes the traditional grammar syllabus which seeks to present language as a set 
of rules with slots to be filled by vocabulary.

In the last 20 years, research has confirmed that language is highly patterned and that vocabulary and grammar are 
inextricably linked. There have been successful attempts to incorporate a more lexical approach into textbooks, 
namely the Innovations and Outcomes series (both by Cengage-Heinle). In our feature article, Hugh Dellar (UK), 
co-author of both Innovations and Outcomes, chronicles his journey through grammar teaching and describes how he 
has changed it over the years to give it a more lexical focus.

It would be safe to say that it is the role of vocabulary in language pedagogy that Lewis’s work has had greatest 
influence on, and other contributors to this issue focus on vocabulary teaching with particular emphasis on collocations 
and multi-word phrases. Luiz Otavio Barros (Brazil), in yet another personal account, talks about how his approach 
to teaching vocabulary has changed owing to Lewis.

Most agree that learning vocabulary is an enormous task. Native speakers combine thousands of words into tens of 
thousands multi-word combinations. Helen Osimo (Israel) in her article argues that high priority chunks should be 
taught explicitly and proposes a framework for teaching idiomatic lexical chunks. Staying on the topic of course 
design, Hemda Benisty (Israel) describes how she devised a lexical syllabus for Junior High school.

On the research front, Dr Tina Waldman (Israel) reports the results of her study which looked at the production 
of collocations in student writing across three levels of proficiency and found that leaners at all levels underuse 
collocations.

We wanted to keep a balance between theoretical articles and classroom practice and have included a number of 
practical activities. Hannah Kryszewska (Poland) and Paul Davies (UK) share a number of activities for highlighting 
lexical chunks from their new book The Company Words Keep, the title of which is a paraphrase of the famous quote 
“you shall know a word by the company it keeps” by the British linguist J.R. Firth, who is often credited with coining 
the term “collocation”. 

Collocations are also the subject of Rene Wahl’s (Israel) article in which she describes how she uses concordance 
software in class. More practical suggestions in the issue come courtesy of Ken Lackman (Canada), who often writes 
for English Teaching Professional, and Simon Mumford (Turkey), whose creative classroom ideas you can find in 
Modern English Teacher.

I hope theoretical insights and practical ideas presented in this issue will inspire you and help you add a more lexical 
focus to your teaching.
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